Vision Destiny 2022 – Session Twenty-Four
I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2021
I will share my journals that will include:
What God said in 2021
What God did in 2021
What does that mean for 2022?
Key themes 2021
Realm of light
Unconditional love, limitless grace and triumphant mercy.
Exposing the great deception of the DIY tree path.
Time and cosmic dimensions.
13th July 2021
Son, come closer, come deeper; there is so much more for you to experience and feel so that you can
know the truth and be free to be.
I drew nearer until I was in oneness of being, feeling the intense emotions of love that brought me total
security of being I am within I am that I am.
I was totally at rest, filled with love, joy and peace, infused with limitless grace and triumphant mercy;
with not a thought clouding my mind, just being, when the Father said “Come deeper.”
Without a thought, I just sank as if in an ocean of love; and as I began to descend into the depths of love,
joy and peace, I also began to expand and ascend.
The deeper I went, the further I expanded; not spaghettified as before but connecting to creation in a
way that I cannot explain.
It was as if all creation was within my emotions, not in my head or thoughts, but it was a turbulent mix of
feelings that was spinning almost violently until I began to groan deeply in empathy.
Son, now you are feeling creation groan like We do and you can feel how We feel towards it.
As soon as those words hit my mind and my emotions, I was undone. It was like the oracles of the
Father's heart that I have encountered before, multiplied by infinity.
Infinite, unconditional love, limitless grace and triumphant mercy, felt with a force like nothing I had
even remotely experienced before.
Think of a sandcastle in the way of a tsunami and even that is a totally inadequate comparison.
I felt the intense emotional response and the groaning of creation that prompted it.
It was like the drawing power of a black hole and the light of love that was even more powerful, colliding,
creating energy beyond measure.
I felt the light of love at such an intense level that it felt like all the black holes were just a dot absorbed
into the infinite ocean of the light of unconditional love.
I knew that I knew like never before that the ROAT is just a small wave of love in an ocean of
unconditional love tidal waves.
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All the darkness in existence within and without is only like the smallest particle absorbed into the
infiniteness of the light of love.
The victory of love over all things is the inevitable conclusion and a new beginning is an absolute
certainty as I came to the realisation that the desires I felt in this place were deeper than I had ever
been, but it was just like I was a millimetre down in an ocean that had no bottom.
Son, now you know that all you have experienced is just an infinitesimal amount of who We are as love:
the terms that We have used to describe Our infiniteness, like unconditional, limitless and triumphant,
are all so totally inadequate as to be meaningless.
I had no capacity to reason what I was feeling so I let go again and just abandoned myself; and I just
became – what, I don't know – but it was so amazingly good, beyond beyond beyond.
The Father said nothing but I felt His pleasure and pride in me, and for all His children, and creation, in
ways and expressions that had never been possible before.
It felt like there is nothing more to ever say and this would be my last journal entry, such was my
amazement, astonishment and bewilderment.
I was totally undone in the profoundness of that moment of realisation.
14th July 2021
Son, the deeper you go within Us, the greater will be your connection to creation and the stronger your
motivation will be for its restoration.
Our emotions will be your emotions as Our love is limitless and unending; what you feel concerning
yourself will be what you can feel for creation.
We have nothing but love for you to experience and what you have unconditionally received you will be
able to unconditionally release.
The process of transformation and maturity that all Our children will go through will enable them to
receive everything that Our love is and release everything that they have received to all things.
The only limitation is what Our children think; so deconstructing the programming of the DIY tree and
renewing the mind to know the truth of the Tree of Life is vital.
The power of consciousness in union is greater than all other sources, as light is designed to respond to
the thoughts of the observer.
When there is a union of observance there is exponential increase in the energy of light.
How the observer interprets what they see into thoughts and intentions determines what reality they
can choose, so the deception of independence is the limiting factor to creativity.
The union of observance limits the possibility of deception.
The closer Our children come to Us in the light, the more they will be able to know what is true and the
greater their experience of love will be.
Independence causes fear and separation; and that keeps Our children trapped in lost identity and slaves
to deception.
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Only an awakening to love will enable the restored relationship and intimacy of face to face innocence
necessary for the renewal of minds to reveal the true identity of sonship.
All religion is a barrier to true intimacy as it operates by mediation and dead works that distance Our
children from Us.
The wonders awaiting Our children are beyond anything they could possibly imagine, as you discovered
when you went deeper.
Only those who know their true identity can establish the kingdom on earth as it is in heaven to reveal
the light of love and truth.
The sons of God who know the truth and have experienced unconditional love must arise and shine to
draw Our children out of darkness into the light of Our presence.
The love awakening will increase as more of Our sons become oracles of Our heart and testify to the
truth by example, as words alone are not enough.
When Our sons demonstrate unconditional love, limitless grace and triumphant mercy, there will be an
awakening that will free Our children from the darkness of deception they are living in.
The infiltration of the religious and political spirit within religion has obscured the truth; so that is why
the awakening that is occurring is causing an exodus of people from the institutional church and other
religions.
People and places of refuge are being established as safe places for Our children to be deprogrammed
from religion and lost identity.
Momentum is increasing and there will be a tipping point reached that will accelerate the global
awakening as perfect love begins to cast out global fear.
Fear keeps Our children separated from Us in the futility of their own minds; but love always conquers
fear.
The frequency of love is raising the frequency of the earth and the earth shield is reflecting back that
frequency, stopping its dissipation, so things are intensifying.
The earth shield has the ability to broadcast the frequency of love with focused intention into the earth
when in union.
So union and oneness are priorities in this season of awakening, as they focus Our love intentions to
breakthrough the darkness of the deception of independence.
Only a deeper union with Us will enable a stronger union with each other that produces the oneness of
heart, mind and purpose necessary.
Son, come closer and encourage Our sons to come closer and abide in the light of Our person and not be
content with Our presence.
The glorious radiance of sonship that creation needs to be set free is only expressed by those who dwell
in the light realm of the perfection of Our person.
15th July 2021
Restoration government ascension
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We first received a liquid sapphire infusion of knowledge from the Father in preparation for engaging the
planets.
The first engagement was with Neptune and Pluto in a positive way Neptune being a feminine entity
which was like a shimmering sapphire blue colour.
We engaged the solar system especially Neptune, the water planet: the being associated with it was
called Nubulus and was extremely sad.
We realised we needed to release light into the planet of Neptune and then engage the being of
Neptune to restore the relationship with the Father and with the earth in a renewed marriage union.
We declared the receiving of the positive virtue grace attributes but rejecting the vice and saw fire water
engulf the planet revealing a fire stone in the planet’s core.
I engaged with the guardians in the council to receive a mandate to establish a shield of light around the
solar system made up of the tri-part union of man, angels and guardians.
We knew that we needed to restore the union between Neptune and the earth but wanted to ensure
that nothing goes back in the opposite direction on that connection to pollute it.
The waters of Neptune were designed to have a stabilising effect on the earth and other planets: that
has been twisted to destabilise the solar system.
The earth shield is not just protecting the earth from external interferences but also the cosmos and
dimensions from the negative effect of the independent knowledge of the tree of good and evil.
We have a mandate to restore the union of the planets with the earth and discover their original name
and purpose: to restore them to their glory by renaming them.
The old Roman and Greek assigned names of gods were a reflection of their fallen identity and need to
be restored.
Son, the solar system restored to union and harmony will play a significant role in the restoration of the
cosmos as an example of the restoration of the relationship between celestial bodies, man, the angelic
and the elementals.
20th July 2021
Son, the earth shield needs to be expanded to join with others in covering the three dimensional realities
that are being restored.
This can begin by expanding the earth shield around the planets of your solar system so that they can be
restored back to a union of planets.
Our original intention for all astral bodies and beings was for harmony; but with the “I will” of
independence introduced, there were many broken relationships.
When man chose self over relationship and chose independence, the elementals of the solar system
became influenced by the fallen beings and separation resulted.
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The planets became associated with the names of the fallen beings and further lost identity and purpose;
and became disconnected from the earth and mankind.
It is time for the relationship and union between planets, Guardians, Elementals, the angelic and the
sons to be restored back to harmony.
All the planets were designed to function together in harmony, for each to be fruitful in fulfilling their
purpose, and the whole union being blessed and in balance.
The planets need the earth's frequency and the earth needs the planets to function in harmony to be at
rest and in balance.
Engage the elementals and the guardians and form a union before engaging the fallen beings behind the
idolatry associated with the planets.
The shield, once established around each planet, will isolate them from the influence of each other and
the sun and will make them more open and susceptible to restoration.
Engage the council of guardians for strategies and mandates for each planet; and as each is restored,
there will be a powerful shift in momentum.
Son, it is Our pleasure and joy to see the sons of God taking responsibility for their coheirship and
government.
21st July 2021
I engaged the realm of light, face to face with the Father; the light of His intentions wove around me,
conforming me to the frequency of His heart.
I felt the intense waves of emotion encapsulating the oracles of restoration for our solar system until I
was ready to brood and become the sound of His voice.
My resonating frequency energised the grace of the Quantum Lumens to collapse the wave function for
the reality of solar union.
Son, you must not forget the sun itself, as it is the created light of the solar system.
The sun and the beings associated with it have been the greatest figures of idolatry that man has
worshipped.
The sun is the created light and brings physical light and life; but it is also the greatest danger to life in
the solar system and is able to control and manipulate light because the beings assigned to it are in
bondage to corruption.
The worship of the sun is the oldest form of religious idolatry that man created and is the most corrupted
and is volatile and unstable.
For all the planets to come into union and harmony it will take many sons in oneness of heart to shield
the planets from the influence of the sun while they are restored.
Only when all the planets are restored to union can the sun be restored back to the place of humility to
serve the whole and fulfil its destiny.
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The central glory of the sun was designed to illuminate the glory of the planets but the sun was deceived
into being worshipped for its own glory.
Son, you will need to engage the Council of the Guardians, Ambassadors and Chancellors, with others, to
form a strategic union to begin this task.
I began to contemplate the shielding and restoration of the sun and came to the realisation that this
would be a prototype engagement for other systems within our galaxy and others.
Son, the whole of creation is waiting for the sons to arise and is beginning to awaken to the hope of
freedom; and each act of cosmic and dimensional restoration is a catalyst for the light of love to shine
with limitless grace and mercy.
As the sons of God unify to become oracles of restoration, the awakening to love's frequency is rippling
throughout creation in wave after wave of hope.
The tri-part cosmic union and the shields of union being formed are providing powerful testimony to the
awakening that is creating the environment for many to be turned from darkness to light.
Son, the momentum is shifting as the sons are arising to take their places of responsibility within the
councils and assemblies of heaven for creation.
Rest is the key to restoration, revelation and creativity.
Start to focus on your breathing, slowing it down; and start thinking of the name of God, YHVH.
Breathe in deeply the unconditional love of the Father.
Be still and feel loved.
Be still and know that I am God.
I am love, I am joy, I am peace, I am truth.
Invite love, joy and peace to flow in you and through you to create an atmosphere of rest around you.
You are in a safe place.
Start to think of an open heaven and set your desire upon engaging the Father’s heart.
Engage the realm of light to experience the light of love and truth at a deeper levels of being.
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